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Precious Possessions 

CRAFT

Materials:

● Empty glow sticks container (10½" cardboard tube with end caps)
● Ruler

● Permanent marker
● Knife or other cutting tool
● Sandpaper (to smooth out holes)
● Paint or markers
● Items of choice to decorate flute

Parent/Teacher Preparation:

•  Parents may need to guide/supervise their child with the cutting tools to make the flute holes.

Instructions for the Craft:

● Measure 1¾" from the end of the tube and mark a dot with the 
permanent marker for the first hole. (P1)

● Using a cutting tool, drill the first hole out to approximately ¼" 
(P2)

● Roll sandpaper tightly and sand the hole using an up and down 
motion, being sure to remove any debris so it is clean and smooth. 
(P3)

● Measure the distance from the same side and make a dot at the  
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 in. increments. (P4)

Flute
Genesis 4:21
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Instructions for the Craft Cont’d:

● For younger children you may choose to stop drilling holes here as 
it is easier to make a noise with only one hole. Just skip the next 2 
steps if that is the case.

● Drill holes using the cutting tool at each of the 6 marks you just 
measured. (P5)

● Roll sandpaper tightly and sand the holes using an up and down 
motion, being sure to remove any debris so they are clean and 
smooth. (P6)

● Place one endcap from the glow stick tube back on the end with 
the large hole. (P7)

● Cut a hole of any shape in the other end - a triangle would be 
easiest to cut. (P8)

● Place the endcap with the hole in it on the other end of the 
cardboard tube. (P9)

● Decorate flute as desired. (P10)

This craft represents a flute that Yubal who was the father of all 
those who played the lyre and flute and Qayin's descendent played.
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